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Developed by potter Michael Sherrill, MudTools are high quality, high performance tools that are
actually attractive. The expansive line of MudTools offers unique properties that meet the
highlyindividual needs of potters of all experience levels. Discover them for yourself!

Red:  Super Flexible
For compressing slabs,
burnishing rims, chamois,

& handbuilding.

Yellow:  Soft Flex
For smoothing, burnishing,
porcelain, throwing &
handbuilding.

Green:  Medium Flex
For smoothing, burnishing,
porcelain, throwing &
handbuilding.

Blue:  Firm Flex
Still flexible but stiffer.
Great for high burnish and

throwing large work.

Top Row
        R0  Red Rib 0 2.75” x 1.44” $7  each
        R1  Red Rib 1 3.5” x 1.75”
Bottom Row
        R2  Red Rib 2 2.88” x 2.5”
        R3  Red Rib 3 5” x 1.94”
        R4  Red Rib 4 4.19” x 2”
        R5  Red Rib 5 4.19” x 2”

Top Row
        Y0  Yellow Rib 0 2.75” x 1.44” $7 each
        Y1  Yellow Rib 1 3.5” x 1.75”
Bottom Row
        Y2  Yellow Rib 2 2.88” x 2.5”
        Y3  Yellow Rib 3 5” x 1.94”
        Y4  Yellow Rib 4 4.19” x 2”
        Y5  Yellow Rib 5 4.19” x 2”

Top Row
        G0  Green Rib 0 2.75” x 1.44” $7 each
        G1  Green Rib 1 3.5” x 1.75”
Bottom Row
        G2  Green Rib 2 2.88” x 2.5”
        G3  Green Rib 3 5” x 1.94”
        G4  Green Rib 4 4.19” x 2”
        G5  Green Rib 5 4.19” x 2”

Top Row
        B0  Blue Rib 0 2.75” x 1.44” $7 each
        B1  Blue Rib 1 3.5” x 1.75”
Bottom Row
        B2  Blue Rib 2 2.88” x 2.5”
        B3  Blue Rib 3 5” x 1.94”
        B4  Blue Rib 4 4.19” x 2”
        B5  Blue Rib 5 4.19” x 2”

This line of ribs are fashioned from a material that burnishes and
becomes better with use--no cracks or burrs. Flexibilty of the ribs is
“coded” by the color of the material. Reference the column at left.

An Innovative Approach to Ribs
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Tools & Accessories

Small Bowl Rib
Designed to give as many radius sweeps on the clay as          Dimensions: 4.63” x 2.75”
possible. Bowl ribs are smaller in the front and bigger in
the back--ideal for throwing big pots. Available in Red,      $8 each
 Yellow, Green and Blue flexiblity materials.
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Stainless Steel Ribs

For potters who prefer a stainless steel over other choices
for some of their work, MudTools stainless steel ribs are
constructed from the finest cutlery grade, flexible
stainless steel available.

              S0         S4

             S1                    S5

S0   Stainless Steel Rib 0 2.75” x 1.44”      $7 each
S1   Stainless Steel Rib 1 3.5” x 1.75”
S4   Stainless Steel Rib 4 4.19” x 2”
S5   Stainless Steel Rib 5 4.19” x 2”

Stainless Steel Paisley Scraper

Available with either a fine 18-tooth serrated (SS-P18) or a plain
smooth edge (SS-P), these scrapers are made from the highest quality
stainless steel and are flexible and bendable. Each is 3-1/4" long by 2-
5/8" high.

SS-P     Paisley Scraper - Smooth $7
SS-P18   Paisley Scraper - 18-Tooth Edge $7

Also comes in super-fine 24-tooth serrated edge.

Long Stainless Steel Scrapers

Made from the highest quality stainless steel, these extra
long scrapers are flexible and bendable. Available with
either a plain smooth edge (SSL) or with an extra fine
24-tooth serrated (SSL24) or fine 18-tooth (SSL18)
serrated edge and are 6" long by 1 3/8" high.

SSL   Stainless Steel Scraper - Smooth Edge $  7
SSL18   Stainless Steel Scraper - 18 Tooth Edge $  7
SSL24   Stainless Steel Scraper - 24 Tooth Edge $  7
SSXL    Extra Long Stainless Steel Scraper $14
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   S7

Tools: MudTools
Prices subject to change
without notice

S7   Stainless Steel Rib 7 5.5” x 2.13”         $14
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A larger MudCutter is designed to go around a 4 inch pug or
extrusion. Designed for slicing and cutting and faceting for
hand building or at the wheel.

Carving Bow

MudCutter

Ideal for shaping or reducing leather hard clay. In three styles and sizes,
MudShredders make quick work of cleaning up projects large and small.
Assorted handle colors.

The Carving Bow is for cutting, texturing
and faceting all clay surfaces. Compact
design gets you closer to your work.

Tools for Cutting & Carving
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Tools: MudTools
Prices subject to change
without notice

Indespensible for longer strokes and
rounded surfaces. The new Conical
Shredder is also great for texturing.

With its flat planed shredding blade,
the Flat Shredder is ideal for platters
and larger scaled, flat projects..

Conical MudShredder
11  x 1. 25” $10

Flat MudShredder
12  x  2.38” $10

Carving Bow w/Curly Wire    $35
Carving Bow Curly Replacement Wire - pack of 3              $ 9
Carving Bow Straight Replacement Wire - pack of 3         $ 9

MudCutter w/Straight Wire    $35
MudCutter Curly Replacement Wire - pack of 3                 $ 9
MudCutter Straight Replacement Wire - pack of 3            $ 9

Carve long graceful flutes or add random texture with
a simple pull of the Dragtool with less friction. Doubled-
ended to create two sizes of flutes. Metal tool comes in
Lime or Orange.

Small MudShredder - 2.75 x 2”  $ 8

MudTools Dragtool

MudTools Dragtool - 7” x 1”        $20

MudShredder Tools
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MudTools Bump Altering Tools

It’s a perfect extension for your hand when forming closed shapes or working
pieces with tight openings. The rigid metal shaft holds a firm sponge to allow
application of consistent pressure to inside walls of pottery and sculptures.

The Bump Altering Tool comes with a straight shaft--perfect for cylinders,
while the curved shaft tool allow deft shaping of more pronounced curved
designs.

MudTools MudSponge

MudTools Wire Cut Off Tool
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Tools: MudTools
Prices subject to change
without notice

Bump Altering Tool - Straight $24
Bump Altering Tool - Curved $24

MudTools MudShark

Clean-cutting wire is mounted into two ergonomic handles for
comfortable clay cutting. Stylish, green plastic handle design is just
a bonus! Make no mistake: They work as good as they look.

MudTools Wire - Green Handle - 15” wire        $7
MudTools Curly Wire - Pink Handle” - 15” wire        $8
MudTools Heavy Duty Wire - Black Handle - 19.” wire        $8

When you first pick up a MudSponge, don’t let its appearance fool
you. When new, the sponge is flat, rough and stiff. Wet the
MudSponge, however, and you’ll have a pillowy, silky sponge that
you’ll reach for again and again!

MudSponge - Blue $5

It’s a needle tool and fettling knife in one! Needle pivots back to store inside the handle for fewer
“surprises” when reaching into your tool box.
The sharp needle will trim the mouth of your
piece while the honed knife end will make
short work of trimming your base. The
MudShark comes in assorted colors.

MudShark  - 9.5” x .88”      $8



Kemper Wooden Ribs

Fashioned from smooth, finished hardwoods, ribs help in basic
shaping: Pulling cylinders, shaping, smoothing and more.

RB1   4-1/8"   $4.19 RB5   5-3/4"  $4.99
RB2   4-1/4"   $3.79 RB6   4-1/8"  $4.29
RB3   4-1/4"   $3.49 RB7   4"  $3.99
RB4   3-1/2"   $3.99 RB8   5-3/4"  $4.99

RB00  12" $7.59

Row 1
Top to Bottom

RB1
RB2
RB3
RB4

Row 2
Top to Bottom

RB5
RB6
RB7
RB8
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RB00     Double 00 Rib
Ideal for cutting, slicing,

shaping & smoothing wet clay
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Tools: Kemper Tools
Prices subject to change
without notice

Kemper Scrapers

Scrapers are used to shape, smooth and trim pottery. Steel scrapers
are are crafted from a thin, flexible spring steel.

Far left: Larger, heavier gauge steel scrapers.
   S11         6”         $3.29
   S12         6”         $2.79

Left:  Aircraft quality, rigid aluminum scrapers.
   SA4        4”         $1.89
   SA10      3-3/4”  $2.49

Kemper Finishing Rubbers

Top to bottom, row 1:  Top to bottom, row 2:
   S1       4”         $1.99       S6         4”            $1.79
   S2       3-1/8”   $1.99       S10       3-3/4”    $2.49
   S4       3-1/8”   $1.99

Molded, pliable rubber tools for shaping and finishing.
Great for sieving and scraping the last bit of glaze from
containers. Blue rubbers are soft, black ones are rigid.

Blue Rubber        Black Rubber
   FRS    Soft/Large FRH   Hard/Large
   FRSS   Soft/Small FRHS   Hard/Small

All Finishes & Sizes $3.19 each



Kemper  Heavy Duty Sculpting  Tools

Designed to withstand the heavy side loads encoun-
tered when working on large sculpture and wheel
thrown pieces. Sharpened stainless steel flat ribbon is
held by heavy duty brass ferrules. Comfortably
contoured wooden handles.

Left to right:
FW11, FW12, FW21, FW31, FW32
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Kemper 8” Ribbon Tools

Used by potters and sculptors for medium duty clay cutting,
shaping and slicing. Cutting ends are formed from high-
strength sharpened stainless steel and are attached to hard-
wood handles with brass ferrules.

Shown from top to bottom:
8R1, 8R2, 8R3, 8R4, 8R5, 8R6, 8R7
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$3.99 each

$3.49 each

Designed for medium duty pottery and sculptural work,
these special 7” long ribbon tools feature sharpened
stanless steel beveled rbbon ends attached to hardwood
handles, brass ferrules.

KSP1 Teardrop/Flat Ribbons
KSP4 Larger Flat/Circle Ribbons

                     $4.29 each

Kemper  Special Ribbon Tools

Tools: Kemper Tools
Prices subject to change
without notice
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Tools: Kemper Tools
Prices subject to change
without notice

Kemper  Loop Tools

Kemper  Handlemaking Tools

Carvng & Sgraffito Tools

Kemper Clean Up Tools

The 8.5” tool features a thin stainless steel
blade on one end and a pointed, curved
stainless blade on the other. The 6.5” tool
includes the curved blade on one end and, on
the other, a flat triangular blade.

BB 8.5” $3.09
B3 6.5” $2.79

Designed to remove controlled amonts and shapes of clay from thrown or
sculptural pieces. Sharpened stainless ribbons and rugged hardwood
handles create a tool you’ll reach for again and again.

Top to bottom (size represents widest portion of each cutting head):
LT1     1/2” LT4 1/2”
LT2     3/4” LT5 1-3/4”
LT3     1” LT6 1-1/4”

$3.59  each

Draw through a slab of clay to create perfectly shaped clay lengths that
can be readily cut and attached as handles. Each tool approximately 4”
long.  Top to bottom:

HM2 Handlemaker for Mugs $2.39 each
HM1 Handlemaker for Pitchers

Double loop ends create smooth, flake free furrows of varying
widths in a single stroke. 6” long.

WLS Wire Loop Sgraffito Tool $3.19

Create varied size furrows depending on the angle of the point.
WS Wire Stylus $4.09



Kemper Throwing Sticks
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Kemper  8” Wood Modeling  Tools

This series of wood tools includes a variety of
shapes and contours for clay modeling. Use for
cutting, slicing, smoothing, contouring and
decorating soft clay. Made of imported hardwood
with consistent quality, form and finish.

Top to bottom:
WT2 $3.19 each
WT4
WT6
WT12
WT16
WT18
WT20
WT22
WT26
WT28
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Tools: Kemper Tools
Prices subject to change
without notice

Kemper K33L Spongette

Patterned after ancient Japanese egote,
throwing sticks assist in shaping and
compressing deep, narrow necked pieces
on the wheel. In two sizes, with a satin
smooth finish, these hardwood tools are
approximately 12” long.

TS1 $10.69 each

TS2

Long handled cellulose sponge is ideal
for cleaning bottles and other pieces
with tight openings. May also be used
to add texture to exterior walls. Sponge

is not replaceable.

K33L   Spongette $3.39
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Kemper  Turning Tools
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Tools: Kemper & Dolan
Prices subject to change
without notice

Sponge on a Stick!

Dolan Trimming Tool

Featuring a 1.25” cuttng edge and signature tapered tang, the
Dolan DPT-120 makes quick work of trimming and shaping
forms on the wheel or for slab and hand building projects.

DPT-120 Dolan Trimming Tool $14.00

Reach bottom and inside walls of taller
pieces with the Sponge Tool. 13” hard-
wood handle includes a screw to easily
attach and change sponges when when
needed. (Sponge included)

SPG Sponge on a Stick       $3.99
SPR Replacement Sponge     $  .79

Accurately shape, trim and contour clay forms on
the wheel. Heavy steel heads are brazed to steel
shafts, plated, then  firmly set into hardwood
handles. Approximately 9” long.

TT1 Teardrop
TT3 Triangle
TT4     Right Hand Half Moon
TT5     Left Hand Half Moon

All Turning Tools $9.69 each



Scratch & Lift ToolCut Out Tool
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Remove mold marks from cast greenware, use for
trimming, carving, and sculpting tasks. The soft steel
blade may be bent as desired, while the hard-tempered
blade has the spring-like feel of conventional knife
blades. Blades are 4-1/2” long; with handles, 8” long.

F96 Fettling Knife - Soft Blade
F97  Fettling Knife - Hard Blade

Cleanly slice through lumps of clay or use to separate thrown pieces from
wheelhead or bat. Quality hardwood toggle handles, and high quality steel wire
or braided nylon cording create an indespensible pottery tool.

K35 Wire Clay Cutter $2.79
K36 Nylon Clay Cutter $2.79
K37T Twisted Clay Cutter $3.59

Potter’s Cut Off Needles

Fettling Knives
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Tools: Kemper Tools
Prices subject to change
without notice

$5.99 each

Clay Cutters

Triangular blade cuts through thick-walled
greenware, create cut out design in wet clay or slabs.
Blade is securely seated in hardwood handle.
4.5” long end to end.

       COR      Cut Out Tool     $3.09

For sgraffito and clay lifting. Steel scratch knife
rests in smooth plastic handle. 7.5” long.

      SKT           Scratch Tool $4.79
       SKT12      12 Replacement Tips $3.99

Use to remove uneven tops of thrown pottery--and so
much more!

    Pictured top to bottom:
PRO Pro Tool - heaviest duty needle $2.29
PCN Potter’s Cut Off Needle $  .95
PNH Heavy Duty Potter’s Needle $1.59
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Cutting & Carving Tools

Create straight, decorative cuts out in greenware.

Pottery Tool Kit for the Wheel
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Tools: Kemper Tools
Prices subject to change
without notice

Pottery Tool Kit for Hand Building

Tough steel rod is coated with Tungsten Carbide particles for a
tool tough enough to cut through glaze, bisque, tile, etc. 6” long.Top:  Sabre Saw

Bottom:  Glaze & Bisque Cutter

An essential selection of go-to pottery tools for the
beginner and professional alike. The Pottery Tool Kit
for the Wheel includes (front to back):

� Wire Clay Cutter
� Scraper
� Potter’s Rib
� Pro Tool
� Ribbon Tool
� Wood Modeling Tool
� Loop Tool
� Synthetic Sponge

        PTK Pottery Tool Kit $17.99

A selection of tools, handpicked by Lindsay Philabaun,
essential for successful hand building. The Pottery Tool
Kit for Hand Building includes (left to right):

� Wire Clay Cutter
�  Feather Texture Brush
� Wood Modeling Tool
� Fettling Knife
� Ribbon Tool
� Synthetic Sponge
� Stainless Streel Scaper
� Synthetic Sponge

HBTK  Pottery Tool Kit for Hand Building        $17.99

SBR           Sabre Saw $2.99

GBC Glaze & Bisque Cutter $4.09
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Hole Cutters
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Tools: Kemper Tools
Prices subject to change
without notice

Used like cookie cutters, Kemper Klay Kutters come in sets of 5 coordinat-
ing shapes in small, medium and larger sizes (up to approximately 3/4”).
Brass cutters feature a plunger/pushy-outy thing to remove cut clay from
the kutter. Use to create holes in luminaria, colander and more or use to
cut fun shapes for use as an applique.

Klay Kutters

Santa’s Workshop Luminaria used the Teardrop
(eyes), Square (buckle) and Circle (mouth & hat).
The Heart shapes were used as an applique to
create a charming 5-petal flower on the vase.

Pictured above:  PCST/Teardrop Kutter Set    $11.99

PCSSQ
Square Set

$12.39

PCSR
Circle Set

$11.49

PCSH
Heart Set

$11.29

PCSST
Star Set

$11.49

PCSTR
Triangle Set

$11.99

An easy method for creating clean holes in wet, thick-walled
greenware and wheel thrown pieces. Choose from a variety of sizes, in
square and round hole cutters, to create a variety of designs. Each
cutter features sharp, polished brass cutting tubes with the smaller
round size firmly set in a hardwood handle.

Square cutters include a convenient plunger design for quick and easy
removal of cut clay.

Round Hole Cutters (top to bottom):
HC1A 1/4” Round Hole Cutter $3.19
HC1 3/8” Round Hole Cutter $3.09
HC3 1/2” Round Hole Cutter $3.89
HC4 7/8” Round Hole Cutter $7.99

Square Hole Cutters (left to right):
HCS4 1/4” Square Hole Cutter $6.19
HCS2 1/8” Square Hole Cutter $5.19
HCS1 3/32” Square Hole Cutter $4.39
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Transfer measurements from the model to the clay or use to
measure thickness and diameter. Made from tough alloy,
aluminum calipers are lightweight, easy to handle. Measure
both inside and outside dimensions. Rust free hardware is
easily adjusted by hand.
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Tools: Calipers
Prices subject to change
without notice

Measure the lid and, with that one simple measurement, you’ll
instantly know the right size opening for your pot to ensure
better fitting lids--time after time.

Easily take inside and the outside measurements at
the same time to create well-fitted lids. In quality
hardwood with easily adjustable rust-free hardware.

Have a completed pot with a broken lid? Reassemble your Lid
Master to the 12.5% hole to accurately calculate lid shrinkage.

Lid Master Calipers  -  Maximum size 11”     $14.95

AL8     Aluminum Caliper - 8” $6.89
AL10   Aluminum Caliper - 10” $8.09
AL12   Aluminum Caliper - 12” $9.29

CA10 Hardwood Caliper - 10”      $10.19

Single  Calipers

Lid Master Calipers

CAD8   Double End Caliper - 8” $  9.95
CAD10  Double End Caliper - 10” $10.95
CAD12  Double End Caliper - 12” $11.49

Double Ended Wooden Calipers
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Fine, medium and coarse stainless steel bristles for short stroke
textures and hard-to-reach areas.

HB Hake Brush       $6.69
1-1/8” soft bristled brush is ideal
for glaze application

14

Assorted Duty Brushes

Texture Brushes

Synthetic Sponge

Smoothing & Sanding Tools

Tools: Assorted Brushes
Prices subject to change
without notice

An economical alternative to natural sponges for throwing, smoothing and
general clean up tasks around the studio.

Synthetic Sponge  -  3” in diameter $.75

Remove burrs and rough spots from bisque prior to glazing.

SMS Stilt Mark Stone $3.19
SSM Sanding Pad - Medium Grit $4.39

FTB         Feather Texture Brush    $2.79
WBEF        Extra Fine Texture Brush    $3.69
WG2         Fine Texture Brush for Wet Clay    $3.49
DG1         Coarse Texture Brush for Dry Clay    $3.69

DB Dusting Brush       $3.99
Whisk greenware and bisque
clean before glazing.

CUB Clean Up Brush      $3.79
Use larger end to clean larger
openings and the smaller end to
clean for more delicate areas.
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 Dipping Tongs

Center and trim with confidence! The Giffin Grip offers a
quick and easy way to recenter pots for trimming, waxing,
banding and glazing.

Ideal for pitchers, small necked vases and other irregular
shapes. Adjusts to your wheel head so you center
flawlessly time after time--you’ll wonder how you ever
trimmed without it!

Giffin Grip $199.00

Tools: Glazing & Trimming
Prices subject to change
without notice

Make clean work of dipping ceramics into glazes. Heavy
plated steel tongs feature four sharp gripping points that
allow a solid grip without getting in the way of glaze
coverage.  Approximately 10”.

DTA   Dipping Tongs    $10.75

EZE Spray Gun

Spraying glazes allows for softer blended effects, smoother glaze
application and greater control. The EZE Spray Gun is an economical
workhorse of a spray gun that handles the thicker, grittier texture of
glazes. Clean well prior to changing colors.

Extra lidded jars are available so you can store
your favorite colors without time-consuming
clean up in between colors.

EZE Spray Gun $24.95
EZE Spray Lidded Jar $  3.00

Giffin Grip



Accessories
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Bat pins with wing nuts install on most wheelheads.
Sold in pairs.
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12” universal bat, won’t warp or wear out. Pin holes are located on
the bottom of the bat with no openng on the top--so pot bottoms
are never marked.

12” Plastic Bat $8.00

Quality bats, made of very rigid, high impact plastic, resist splintering,
delaminating, swelling or shrinking. Non-absorbent, positive-adher-
ence surface so clay does not slide or turn loose while centering. Ideal
in continuous use settings.

Tools: Bats & Pins
Prices subject to change
without notice

Hardboard Bats

An effective, economical alternative. Hardboard bats feature a
standard 10” drill and smooth finish. 1/4” thick. They are lightweight,
strong and can used on both sides.

9” Square Space-Saver Bat $4.50
12” Round Bat $5.00
14” Round Bat $7.00

Universal Plastic Bat & Bat Pins

TM-3022 Universal, 1”   $2.50/pair
TM-3022B Brent wheels, 1-1/4”   $2.50/pair

Amaco Plasti-Bats

Marine Grade Plastic Bats

Amaco Plasti-Bat 12” $ 14.45
16” $28.95
18” $38.95

Made of marine-grade plastic, these tough bats are virtually warp-free and are textured on each side
for use on either side. Pin holes won’t swell or loosen over years of use.

Marine-Grade Plastic Bat 12” $   8.00



Heavy duty denim aprons protect clothing in the
studio. Pre-shrunk, with self neck band and ties.

Left:    Keep tools close with large patch pocket
 and two smaller, divided pockets for pens,
 pencils and smaller tools.  27.5” x 37”

 MY-108   Pocket Apron $14.99

Right: Great for throwing, divided legs held
 in place with comfortable strips that fasten
 around calves.  27” x 41”
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Aprons

  MY-109   Split Leg Apron $19.99
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Accessories
Prices subject to change
without notice

Gleco Trap

The new Gleco HV is a high-volume trap that can be installed and maintained in
larger schools/universities or big art centers, available in 3-1/2 gallon or 5 gallon
sizes. The Gleco HV is not reusable and requires purchase of replacement Gleco
HV buckets with lid.

Please call for pricing and availability.

The original Gleco Trap is an under-the-sink trap to collect clay, glazes,
and other materials that could possibly clog your pipes as well as any
septic system or sewer pipes you might have.

Gleco Trap - 64 oz. $99.99
Replacement Bottles - case of 6 $33.49
Replacement Bottles - each $  5.99


